KABLOONA
of skinned and frozen foxes, with quarters of polar bear and
seal, all stiff and smeared with frozen blood. This niche has a
name: J\>-& angi-j-uk it is called— or in the parlance of the
North, The Big Feed.3 When anyone at all is hungry—whether
a member of the family or another — he has only to bend down
from the iglerk beside which the treasure is piled, put out his
hand, and having filled his mouth with what he can cram into
it, fling back the rest.
Odour, but warmth, too, the gentle warmth of the seal-oil
lamp kept trimmed by Ohudlerk's wife: odour, and above all
collective life visible in its variety and simultaneity. Ohudlerk
would be sitting in the middle of the iglerk, staring straight
ahead with a concentrated gaze while he spun out long sen-
tences, explanations in which he became entangled and lost,
concerning his day's hunting. Nobody would listen to him, yet
everybody formed his audience. It is hard to convey the im-
pression of a scene in which everyone was decidedly present and
forming part of a whole, yet each sat in a kind of solitude in
which he was free to act, to move, to ruminate at will. The old
woman crouching beside her lamp would scrape and scrape,
seemingly not listening and yet hearing all that was said, for
from time to time she would put in a word of comment.
In a niche on the left sat Kakokto and his young wife: he
with a broad Roman face, good features but a little bovine with
his low forehead and his hair cut in bangs, forming a sort of
skull-cap on his head; she gentle, obviously in love with him
although he gave no sign of response to her feeling. Neither of
them spoke. She sat sewing hides, plying the strong triangular
needle, while he, his hands on his knees, stared into the
void.
At the deep end of the igloo the children were at play, naked
on the caribou skins and like all children inhabiting a world of
their own. The Eskimo young have prodigious vitality, never
display the slightest fatigue, and like slum children in our cities,
go to bed only when their elders do. In Ohudlerk's igloo they
would knock against their grandmother, roll over and over, and
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